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liberty, the new equality - nyulawreview - val siblings-liberty and equality-is puzzling. liberty boasts at
least as strong a pedigree in our constitutional democracy as equality. equality is not mentioned, as is liberty,
among the inalienable rights enumerated in the declaration of independence;12 equality is not mentioned, as
is liberty, in the great preamble of the constitution.' 3 liberty, equality, democracy - muse.jhu inevitability of democracy, the value placed on political liberty, and the ef-fort to define the nature and future
of democracy.6 and he notes that the same comparative methodology characterizes both the 1835 and 1840
por-tions. but his essential point is that we should recognize two separate works. a texts and ideas:
democracy, knowledge, and equality - defending and criticizing democracy. it has two linked themes: (1)
how should we characterize equality among democratic citizens, and (2) does this equality hinder or help us to
produce knowledge and to make wise decisions? the course begins with a study of democratic athens and key
works of greek political thought analyzing the equality and liberty, equality, democracy - project muse democracy in the united states has itself been the subject of a good deal of scholarly controversy. there have,
indeed, been three major sources or kinds of criticism. first, some critics have pointed out that tocqueville's
descrip-tion of democracy in the united states was, at best, partial.2 tocqueville himself admitted as much.
theories of justice - new york university - rights, legitimacy, liberty, and equality – that can be understood
in a wide variety of ways. by carefully distinguishing between different uses of these concepts, political
theorists hope to help clarify ordinary democratic debate. in these ways, political theory is continuous with
ordinary political life: it simply hopes to bring brian z. tamanaha - nyu law - 518 nyu journal of law & liberty
[vol. 3:516 and fear of popular democracy—which many equated with mob rule—particularly for the perceived
threat it posed to property rights. that is not the image or practice of liberalism and the rule new york
university - steinhardt.nyu - new york university ... and in eighteenth century political theory that
emphasized the equality of individuals. for them the well- ... participatory democracy at the community level.
the program’s second sub-theme, individual liberty and the american creed, will look at how the machinery
of democracy voting system security ... - the brennan center for justice at nyu school of law unites
thinkers and advo-cates in pursuit of a vision of inclusive and effective democracy. the organiza-tion’s mission
is to develop and implement an innovative, nonpartisan agenda of scholarship, public education, and legal
action that promotes equality and human
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